
 

OMNITRONIC DB-200 Decibel Level Meter
2-channel level display for audio signals with 2 x stereo RCA in and output

Art. No.: 10453014
GTIN: 4026397380682

The article is no longer in our assortment.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397380682

Weight: 1,20 kg

Length: 0.57 m

Width: 0.10 m

Heigth: 0.10 m

Description:

Take me to the next level!
Seeing things clearly is often very helpful - not only in the figurative sense. Let's think of a DJ's
workplace. Surely you will find some small light sources, but in general it's not brightly
illuminated. So sometimes it might get hard to read all instruments properly. The Omnitronic
DB-200 can shed light on this darkness. The level meter is designed for displaying the level (two
channels) of audio signals and it is equipped with three-color LEDs (40 LEDs per channel).
Compared to normal mixers, it's much easier to read the audio signals as the LED scale is
bigger and better arranged. You can even choose between dot or a bargraph display, just as
you prefer. But there is one thing besides the benefit for the DJ which we shouldn't forget to
mention. It's the effect of the LEDs. As eye-catcher at a DJ booth they really show up well.

Features:

- 3-color LED displays with 40 LEDs per channel
- Switchable display mode (dot display or bargraph display)
- Sensitivity control for each channel
- Display range: -27 dB to 0 dB
- Operation via supplied power unit
- (19") 48.3 cm rack installation  1 U

Technical specifications:

Power supply: 230 V AC, 50 Hz

Power consumption: 5 W
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Power connection: Mains input via Coaxial power connector (M)
mounting version power supply cord with AC
adapter (provided)

Connections: Input:  2 x stereo RCA

 Output:  2 x stereo RCA

Input sensitivity: 350 mV - 7 V

Display range: -27 db bis 0 db

Housing design: (19") 48.3 cm rack installation  1 U

Dimensions: Width: 48,3 cm

 Depth: 5,5 cm

 Height: 4,45 cm

Weight: 950 g

 via supplied power unit

Input sensitivity: approx. 350 mV to 7 V

Display range: -27 dB - 0 dB (in 3 dB steps)

Audio inputs: 2 x stereo RCA

Audio oututs: 2 x stereo RCA
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